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A lot of consumers are hesitant to smile due to discolored teeth. This could be a result from heavy
smoking or poor oral hygiene. However, there is now a simple smile improvement solution with tooth
whitening options especially in the vibrant and progressive city of Los Angeles.

Options

There are many qualified tooth whitening dentists in Los Angeles town who can offer several tooth
whitening options for greater smiles with whiter teeth. Most consumers desire whiter teeth as they
feel awkward with people noticing their discolored or off-white colored teeth. Whitening of the teeth
is easy and becoming very popular as consumers desire a more confident smile.

The currently available teeth whitening solutions include laser whitening. This is also called the chair-
side whitening which takes about an hour where some special gel is applied to every tooth to be
whitened. Then laser is activated onto these teeth; the process breaks down the coloration on the
teeth to give whiter teeth.

Another tooth whitening procedure is the home whitening procedure; as the term implies, this tooth
whitening procedure can be done at home with customized solutions. This option of tooth whitening
may be slower but more private for consumers who do not want to visit the dentist or be
embarrassed with the whitening process.

Some may choose dental bleaching option which is regarded as safe and inexpensive as well as
effective. However, this simple cosmetic dental treatment may not satisfy all users who hold high
expectations of results. Bleached teeth cannot be as white as white paper which would make one
look unnatural.

Reasons

There are many reasons for choosing a whitening procedure for the teeth; the main reason could be
that many consumers feel a rise in self confidence and a boost to their self esteem when they don a
whiter smile. Other consumers may choose to whiten their teeth for some special occasion like their
wedding, a reunion or birthday. There is always a good reason to whiten oneâ€™s teeth to feel good
about one self.

Moreover, the tooth whitening procedure is not a painful process; neither is it expensive that one
cannot afford it. There is always the dental insurance which can help cover some, if not all, the cost.
Anyone can look as good as the movie stars or any Hollywood celebrity and feel like one with great
white teeth.

With the right diet and healthy oral hygiene, anyone can have great white teeth with the many
whitening options that are affordable to suit the preferred lifestyle.
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